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PULY MILK® Plus Liquid
CLEANER FOR AUTOMATIC CAPPUCCINO MAKERS AND MILK AND COFFEE RESIDUES

...more than just cleaning!
FEATURES: PULY MILK Plus Liquid is the result of constant product developments, specifically designed
in our Special Applications Research Centre to service the automatic CAPPUCCINO MAKER every dayand
for removing milk and coffee residues from steam wand and milk-jugs. What’s more, PULY MILK Plus
Liquid provides “more than just cleanliness”. It improve deodorizing and keeps the CAPPUCCINO
MAKER running smoothly, removing any organic residues that may cause malfunctioning, or give rise to
mould or bad smells (Tested and Certified by N.S.F. International - Protocol P152 Health Effects and
Corrosivity of Commercial Espresso Machine Chemical Cleaner).
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: to clean the automatic cappuccino maker DAILY: a) dilute 25 ml of PULY MILK
Plus Liquid in half litre of cold water; b) get the solution absorbed by means of the suction tube by
repeatedly pressing the button indicated in the machine instructions; c) rinse by getting at least 2 litres of
clean water sucked in. It is absolutely impossible to get the cappuccino maker to suck in hot water so only
use cold water.
To clean the whole machine WEEKLY: prepare a solution of 25 ml of PULY MILK Plus Liquid for every
half litre of very hot water, using plastic, stainless steel or glass (but not aluminium) containers; dismantle the
cappuccino maker completely and leave the parts to soak for 2-3 hours (or overnight) and then rinse
carefully once with clean water and repeat. The solution must be used to clean the steam wand, the milk-jug
and all the tools dirty of milk and coffee residues.
FREQUENCY OF USE: PULY MILK Plus Liquid is generally used every 50/100 cups of foamed milk and
whenever you need to restore the machine to efficient working order. We anyway advise preventive
measures at least once a day, to prevent the heated milk from drying and forming a hard crust that is
difficult to remove quickly.
SELF CHECK: Inspect the result. Check that it smells right. If necessary, repeat the washing operation.
CRITICAL POINTS: Check that the seals are whole, and if necessary replace with new spare parts. Check
that the dripping pan drain is not clogged so that the PULY MILK Plus Liquid reaction foam can flow out
freely.
DATA AND SAFETY: See the SAFETY SHEET. During washing, be careful of splashes of boiling water;
use protective garments (gloves etc.).

PACKAGES:
Puly Milk Plus® Liquid 1 L bottle
automatic dispenser
12 bottle per case
Puly Milk Plus® Liquid 100 ml bottle
24 bottle per case
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